Rock of Ages: Historical Concert Poster Design

Application:

Communication:

Thinking and
Inquiry:

Knowledge and
Understanding:

Research:
Review the Poster Styles Research Guide and Poster Presentation. It is to be used as a
starting point for your research – the information it contains is incomplete at best! Do your
own research and find the artists and works that inspire you.
Download:
Find and download 3 examples of posters that capture the historical style that you are
researching.
Examples must be from the original and correct time period – not imitations. That's your job.
Research and use an appropriately styled font for your band logos and information. Download
one if necessary.
Demonstrate:
Demonstrate your knowledge of the specific style you've chosen by working from the images
you research as inspiration. Your final product should incorporate the essential qualities that
make your style unique and recognizable. It should also be your own original creation.
Images:
Manipulate your own photographs to use as graphic elements.
Create additional graphic elements using illustrator and photoshop tools and features.
You may use MINIMAL elements from found sources – they MUST be photographs that you
transform significantly to suit your design – not someone else's drawings or art work. Use the
programs at your disposal to trace and transform photos to they look like drawings and
paintings if necessary to suit your style.
Logos and Text:
Design a logo for the headlining band, as well as one opening act. Use an appropriate style
font.
Be Creative and Original:
Your final product should be highly reflective of your chosen style.
It should also creatively adapt elements from your 3 inspirational posters to create a unique
poster.
Your band names should be creative and original. Your band logos should be also unique,
and relate in some way to the style/historical period you are quoting. The font you use should
be appropriate to your chosen style.
Include the following information on your poster:
Name of band: Fictional Name – make it up, be creative!
Opening act (1 band): Fictional Name – make it up, be creative!
Venue: Sandalwood Heights Secondary School
Date: November 31, 2014
Save it:
Save your work correctly and turn it in on time. Post it correctly, and on time.
Post it/Turn it in:
Post your 3 examples to flickr in an album you create for this project.
Label the album “nameofperiod poster” – for example, DIY punk flyer poster.
Include artist, date, and style in the file name.
Post your best example in the discussion forum

